
$11,495,000 - 4737 Surrey Drive, Corona del Mar
MLS® #OC24018057

$11,495,000
4 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,493 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Cameo Highlands (CAMH), Corona del Mar, 

Step into a lifestyle that is nothing less than
extraordinary in this Corona Del Mar.
Sweeping ocean and Catalina views
seamlessly blend with exquisite design, while
a prestigious Cameo Highlands address
places you perfectly on the map. Enjoy
exclusive access to a private beach, top-rated
schools, and all that makes CDM exceptional.
Recently renovated by award-winning designer
Jay Jeffers, the breathtaking aesthetics create
an unmatched living experience in this
single-level custom home spanning 4,493 s.f.
+/-. with four bedrooms, a home office, and six
bathrooms, featuring a neutral palette
enhanced by bold pops of color. No detail is
spared, from high-end hardware and stone
surfaces to exquisite wallpaper, all crafting an
atmosphere that sets this residence in a
league of its own. A sun-drenched patio with
fire pit runs the length of the house and looks
out over ocean views and vibrant sunsets.
Sliding doors whisk out of sight beckoning
sunny vibes and salt air breezes into the living
room, where reclaimed timber beams and a
fireplace create warmth. The kitchen offers
Thermador appliances, farmhouse sink, and a
long row of marble countertops that stretch
across ocean-view windowS. The dining room
overlooks a private courtyard on one side, and
the endless ocean on another, with a bar area
that doubles as a butler's pantry. An adjoining
temperature-controlled 800+ bottle wine room
elevates every dining experience. Nestled in a
private ocean-facing wing, the primary



bedroom is a haven of tranquility where
sunlight pours through sliding doors,
highlighting a stone-trimmed fireplace. An
exquisite bathroom offers a soaking tub, steam
shower, and dual vanities, with dual walk-in
closets boasting luxurious built-ins. A second
wing hosts three guest rooms with ensuite
baths, including a bunk room designed to
capture little hearts. A private study creates a
versatile space that offers the potential for a
light-filled art or Pilates studio, with doors
opening to a courtyard with a fireplace. A
metal roof, wood flooring, hand-crafted
millwork, custom built-ins, motorized window
coverings, smart home technology, Lutron
system, and a 3-car garage are details that
exemplify meticulous attention to detail and
quality. Residents of Cameo Highlands gain
privatized beach access and are close to
renowned golf courses, top-rated schools, the
charming boutiques and eateries in CDM
Village, Pelican Hill Resort, Crystal Cove State
Park, and nearby Newport Beach.

Built in 2016

Additional Information

City Corona del Mar

County Orange

Zip 92625

MLS® # OC24018057

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 4,493

Lot Size 0.23

Neighborhood Cameo Highlands (CAMH)

Levels One

Garages 3

School District Newport Mesa Unified

HOA Dues $175

HOA Dues Freq. Monthly



Listing Details

Listing Agent John Cain

Provided By: Pacific Sotheby's Int'l Realty

Based on information from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc. as of May 9th, 2024 at 9:11am PDT. This
information is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose other than to identify
prospective properties you may be interested in purchasing. Display of MLS data is usually deemed reliable but is NOT
guaranteed accurate by the MLS. Buyers are responsible for verifying the accuracy of all information and should
investigate the data themselves or retain appropriate professionals. Information from sources other than the Listing
Agent may have been included in the MLS data. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Broker/Agent has not and will not
verify any information obtained from other sources. The Broker/Agent providing the information contained herein may or
may not have been the Listing and/or Selling Agent.


